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1: Understanding eFinancePLUS Basics
To understand the procedures described later in this guide, you will first need some background on the
eFinancePLUS environment. Whether adding, searching for, viewing, processing, or printing information,
you will always be working within and moving between pages associated with the application you are
using.
This chapter is designed to familiarize you with the following topics that are specific to eFinancePLUS
applications:
l

l

l

l

l

The User Homepage: This is the first page that opens when you log in. It gives you access to the
Main Menu as well as your customized panels, key performance indicators, and notifications.
eFinancePLUS page components:eFinancePLUS pages have standard features that are positioned
consistently no matter what application you are using. These features are labeled and defined as a
foundation for later discussion of how to use them.
Basic eFinancePLUS page types: There are four basic page types that you will use frequently when
working with eFinancePLUS applications: record centers, detail pages, array pages, and processing
centers. These are the pages you use to search for, view, add, update, and process your database
records.
Accessing Pages:eFinancePLUS software provides tools for moving from one page to the next.
These tools are described along with the special pages and procedures associated with them.
Moving within a page: eFinancePLUS software includes several tools that are used to move
between areas within a single page. These tools are presented along with the keystrokes you can
use to activate them.
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eFinancePLUS User Homepage
The User Homepage is the main page associated with your eFinancePLUS session. A session begins when you log
into eFinancePLUS and ends when you log out. As soon as you log in, your customized User Homepage displays.
The User Homepage should remain open during your entire eFinancePLUS session. This page includes the
following features:
l

The Main Menu, which allows you to access application pages and report options.

l

A Search bar, which allows you to search the Main Menu for a particular option.

l

l

Customizable tabs which allow you to organize your homepage. A tab contains panels, which can contain
user-defined favorites, Activities, Notifications, Documents, or Key Performance Indicators, arranged in a way
that is logical to you.
The PLUS360 Banner, which allows you to quickly access Favorites, Notifications, and User Voice or to log out.

Important: The applications and options that display depend on your security settings.

PLUS 360 Banner

The PLUS360 Banner displays across the top of the User Homepage, as well as most other pages in eFinancePLUS.
The banner includes the name of the product line you accessed (in this case eFinancePLUS) and the name of the
database you are using. The database name is defined through
> Configuration.
The PLUS360 Banner also displays your username, as well as
Logout icons.

System Administration > All > Reference Tables

Notifications,

Favorites,

User Voice, and

When you access eFinancePLUS pages other than the User Homepage, the PLUS360 Banner displays

Exit to

Homepage instead of Logout. Clicking this icon displays a confirmation dialog. You can click No to return to
the page and save any unsaved information. Clicking Yes closes the page and returns you to the User Homepage.
If there were any unsaved items, the information will be lost.

eFinancePLUS User Homepage
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Main Menu

The User Homepage’s Main Menu is the central area where you access the application pages and report options in
eFinancePLUS. Following are summaries on the options contained in the Main Menu along with cross-references
to more important information on features and procedures for each folder.
To search the Main Menu for an option, enter the name or part of the name into the Search bar:

The Search bar will display Menu Items containing the characters entered, organized by Application. Matching
results will automatically display in the drop-down list. For example:

eFinancePLUS User Homepage
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To view the menu path for an option, position the mouse pointer on the option's name. For example:

Click the title link to display the option. The applications and options available depend on your security settings.

Favorites
When using eFinancePLUS software, the term favorite refers to a page you use frequently. When you define a page
as a favorite, you create an option that gives you quick access to that page. Most options accessed through the
Main Menu, such as application pages and reports, can be defined as favorites.
Options you have defined as favorites are accessible in three ways:
l

On Favorites panels on the User Homepage.

l

On the PLUS360 Banner, through the

l

On most application pages, through the

Favorites drop-down icon.
Favorites icon on the Toolbar, which opens a Favoritespage.

For more information on Favorites, refer to the Personalizing eFinancePLUS chapter of this manual.

eFinancePLUS User Homepage
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User Homepage Tabs and Panels
The main area of the User Homepage is a customizable space which users can populate and organize with up to
ten tabs. The content and purpose of the items placed on the tabs depends on the individual user’s preferences.
The user can add the following types of panels:
l

User-defined favorites panels.

l

Key Performance Indicator panels for Fund Accounting and Purchasing.

l

Notifications panel.

l

Documents panel.

l

Activities panel.

The following section outlines adding, deleting, and editing tabs, as well as adding and deleting panels on the
tabs.

User Homepage

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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Types of Panels
There are a variety of panels users can add to their Homepage. Panels can be grouped into different tabs,
depending on user preferences. The pre-defined types of panels that can be added are:
Activities

Displays workflow notifications, depending on the user’s
settings on the User Preference’s Workflow tab. Activities are
separated by workflow type. The user can double-click on
activity to be taken to the corresponding page or for
additional information. Only workflow notifications from the
past 7 days or the last 7,000 activities will display on this
panel. To see all activities, use the Activities item on the
Toolbar of most pages in eFinancePLUS.

Notifications

Displays pre-defined messages which can be sent to the user
depending on their Notification settings. In this type of
panel, you can view Notifications and perform all the same
actions as in the Notification Viewer.

Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

Graphical representations of trends and data analysis of key
components in the Fund Accounting and Purchasing
applications.

Documents

Displays a list of application report files and log files from the
past 7 days. These are created when you choose the File
option as the report destination from a Print page. You can
double-click on a file in this panel to display the
corresponding report or file. The default sort order is
Date/Time order, with the most recent appearing first. To see
all files, use the Documents item on the Toolbar of most
pages in eFinancePLUS.

The user-defined types of panels are:
Favorites
Groups

Panels which show user-defined groups used when creating
eFinancePLUS favorites. Each of these groups can be added
as a separate panel. For more information on this type of
panel, including how to add Favorites, refer to the
Personalizing eFinancePLUS chapter of this manual.

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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Procedures
Adding a tab to the User Homepage
1. Access the User Homepage.
2. Click the
located to the right of the existing tab or tabs. The Add New Tab page will display. If this the
first tab you are adding to the User Homepage, the My Home tab will exist by default.

3. In the text box, enter the name for the tab, up to 25 characters.
4. Click OK to add the new tab, which will appear to the right of the last tab. You can add up to ten tabs.
Renaming a tab on the User Homepage
1. Access the User Homepage and locate the tab you wish to rename. Any tab, including the default My Home
tab, can be renamed.
2. Right-click on the tab’s title. A dialogue will display:

3. Enter the new tab name.
4. Click OK to rename the tab or Cancel to return to the User Homepage without saving changes.
Deleting a tab on the User Homepage
1. Access the User Homepage and click on the tab you want to delete. The default My Home tab cannot be
deleted.
2. Once you have selected the tab to be deleted, hover over the title of the tab. The X symbol will appear next to
the title.
For example:

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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3. Click the X to delete. A confirmation will display:

4. Click Yes to delete the tab and all panels on the tab, or No to return to the User Homepage.
Adding a panel to a tab
1. Access the User Homepage and select the tab you wish to add a panel to. There are four panel spaces per
tab. Hover your mouse over a blank panel section.
The Add Panel link will display:

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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2. Click the Add Panel link to display the Add New Panel page:

3. In the Type field, select the type of panel you wish to add. The drop-down will only display types of panels
not already in use on the User Homepage.
4. Depending on the type of panel selected in the Type field, the Width field will display the number of panels
needed on the User Homepage. If a type of panel is 2 panels wide, you will need to ensure you are adding it
to a section that has a blank panel next to it. In the above example, the Budget KPI panel would prevent this
type of panel.
If there is not enough space for the panel, a message will display and the panel will not be added:

5. You will need to delete another panel to make space, or move to another blank space or tab on the User
Homepage to add the panel.
6. If adding a user-defined type, an additional section will appear on the Add New Panel page, allowing the
user to select a title bar Header Image.

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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For example:

7. Click

next to the Header Image to select a different Header Image from the Change Image page:

8. Select an image to select it and click OK to save.
Note: Once a Header Image has been added to a panel, it cannot be changed.
On the Add New Panel page, click OK to add the panel and complete the process. The new panel will appear on
the tab.

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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Deleting a panel from a tab
1. On the User Homepage, find the panel you wish to delete.
2. Select the

in the upper-right corner of the panel.

A delete confirmation will display:

3. Select Yes to delete the panel and its contents. Select No to return to the Homepage.

User Homepage Tabs and Panels
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Key Performance Indicators
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are graphical representations of trends and data analysis of key components in
the Fund Accounting and Purchasing applications available as panels on the User Homepage. There are two types
of KPIs available: Budget Versus Actual and Purchase Order Aging.
To add a KPI panel to the User Homepage, follow the procedures for adding a panel, and select one of the KPI
options from the Type field. For more information on adding panels or panels in general, refer to the User
Homepage Tabs and Panels section of this chapter.

Budget Versus Actual KPI

The Budget Versus Actual KPI panel shows the amount available in all funds or a specific fund by displaying the
total amount and available amounts, as well as a graphic representing the information. The name of the fund or
“All Funds” will also be displayed. The user can choose the eFinancePLUS fund they wish to display on this panel.
Only one fund will be shown at a time.
Select
on the panel to run the Detail Expenditure Status report. This report provides expenditure status detail
by fund, organization, and account number. The report’s default file name is expstatd.rpt.
For more information on this report, refer to the Fund Accounting manual.

Procedure
Editing the Budget Versus Actual KPI
1. To change the fund that displays in the KPI, select

on the panel. The Budget Settings page will display:

2. In the Title field, you can enter a title for the KPI that will display at the top of the panel. The default name is
Budget.

Key Performance Indicators
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3. Use the Fund drop-down to select the name of the fund you wish to display on the panel. This drop-down is
populated by funds the user has access to.
4. In the Additional Selection drop-down, you can select additional criteria for the KPI. The options are
populated by the levels in your organization’s financial accounting reporting structures as defined on the
Fund Accouting Profile. As defined by the asterisks, the field’s title is defined in the Fund Accounting Profile.
5. If you chose a level in the Additional Selection drop-down, two fields will display. Enter a range for the level.
For example:

6. Click OK to save the settings or Cancel to return to the User Homepage without saving.

Purchase Order Aging KPI

This panel shows purchase order information organized by the age of the purchase orders. The system calculates
the age in terms of days, starting with the day after the purchase order was entered and counting the calendar
days up to and including the current system date.
Select
to run the Aged Purchase Order Listing report. The report provides detailed information for each
purchase order, including account distributions, approval status, shipping information, and line item data. It also
shows the total cost and balance due for each purchase order and provides report totals for the records included.
The report’s default file name is polist4.rpt.
Refer to the Purchasing manual for more information on the Aged Purchase Order Listing report.

Key Performance Indicators
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eFinancePLUS Page Components
As you use eFinancePLUS applications, training materials, and manuals, you will note consistent appearance of
and references to components of the application pages, in particular the page title, PLUS360 Banner, Action Bar
and Toolbar. These components are standard throughout eFinancePLUS applications and are introduced in this
section.
The following diagram illustrates the standard parts of eFinancePLUS application pages:

The labeled components appear in the same general manner no matter which application page you access. The
Action Bar will always display but will only list actions depending on the page or section of the page you are using.
The Toolbar will show all items, but they will be grayed-out if not accessible on the page or section of the page you
are using.
Action Item
An item on an application page that, when clicked, initiates an action.
l
l

Action items display on the page’s Action Bar.
In multi-section pages, the Action Bar items available often change relative to the section of a page
you access.

Action Button
A button on an application page instead of on the Action Bar that, when clicked, initiates an action.
Results List Section
Section where the system lists all records meeting the criteria you entered in the search section. The results
list section shows summary information for all retrieved records. You often can perform actions directly
upon listed records. You can also access the full record by double-clicking a listed record.
For details on how you can change the display of information in a list section, refer to Managing Results List
Displays (page 81). For information on how to move around in a list section, refer to Moving Within a Page
(page 24).
Search Section
Page section where you enter search criteria directing the system to find records of a specific type. Most
search sections support simple and advanced searches. Some search sections also feature applicationspecific searches.
The basic search procedures are described in the Searching for Records chapter of this manual.
Application-specific searches are described in the application’s documentation.
Status Bar
Information displaying across the bottom of an application page. The status bar displays messages used to
help you enter data, update you regarding system processing, and inform you when errors arise.

eFinancePLUS Page Components
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PLUS360 Banner
Displays horizontally at the top of each application page. This displays the page’s title as well as login
information and links for the current user. If you open a record displayed in a list section, the associated
page title bar often shows you a description of the record, such as an employee’s name in the Employee
Information detail page.

eFinancePLUS Page Components
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Basic eFinancePLUS Page Types
In eFinancePLUS there are page similarities that cross applications. It is useful, then, to think of eFinancePLUS
software in terms of page types, categories used to group and identify eFinancePLUS pages that are alike in terms
of general appearance and purpose. This section introduces and defines the major page types in eFinancePLUS:
the record center, detail page, array page, and processing center.

Record Center
Record centers provide a central location where you can add, change, delete, search for, list, print, and process an
application’s records. A record center is generally divided into two sections: a search section and a results list
section.

You enter criteria in the search section, prompting the system to display records in the results list section. You
then can open a full display of any record by double-clicking it. Depending on the page, clicking on the record can
open a page to display record information, or display in a detail section below the selected row. Besides typical
features such as
New

OK and

Back, record centers include the following components:

Item used to add a new record of the type associated with the
record center. In the above example,
New launches the Add
Employe Information wizard for adding a new employee.

Action
Bar
Items

Items used to process a selected record in the results list section.
On the Employee Information page, as seen in the previous
example, these items include drop-down menus which include
more items.

Most of the standard procedures described in this manual relate directly to record centers. The Searching for
Records chapter describes procedures and terms fundamental to using a record center’s search section. The
search procedures let you access your database records.
The Entering Records chapter provides information on standard eFinancePLUS data entry tools, then describes
procedures for adding, changing, and deleting records. You initiate these actions in record centers.
The Generating Reports, Lists, and Uploading Files chapter has sections relating to a record center’s results list.

Basic eFinancePLUS Page Types
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Detail Page
A detail page shows the entirety of a record selected from a record center’s results list section. eFinancePLUS
applications use a list-to-detail pattern in which you first search for and list records, then you double-click a listed
record to open its detail page.
To open a record’s detail page, follow these steps:
Open the record center associated with the record you want to access.
Enter criteria using the appropriate search procedure. For details, refer to Searching for Records (page 44). When
you complete the search procedure, records are displayed in the results list section as illustrated below:

Double-click the record you want to view. The record’s detail page opens:

Basic eFinancePLUS Page Types
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Detail pages usually display, in the page title, the description of the record you are viewing. If you have the security
resources to do so, you can change a record’s fields, update pages related to the record, and perform other
procedures from within a record’s detail page.

Array Page
An array page is a page containing a set of rows, each row showing information of the same type. The rows of
information are associated with a larger record, such as an employee record. You access array pages by clicking
ribbon bar items in a record center or in a detail page.
For example, in the employee’s detail page:

Click the Personnel Information item on the Action Bar to display the drop-down menu. In the drop-down, select
Degrees. The Degree Data page will display. It is an array page showing all the degree information for the
employee:

Basic eFinancePLUS Page Types
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In the illustration, each row will display one of the employee’s academic degrees. Array pages generally work in the
same way no matter what information they contain. Each row in the array describes a record that is related to a
larger record. All rows show the same type of information.
For more information on how to use array pages, please refer to Updating Array Pages (page 39).

Processing Center
In eFinancePLUS, a processing center is a page containing a set of related buttons which you use to perform a larger
function like setting up and processing a pay run or preparing your database for a new fiscal year. The page will
contain a button for each option needed to complete the bigger process.
Buttons in a processing center are grouped logically. Consider the following illustration of the Pay Run Processing
page:

Here you can see the pay run process options organized into four areas: pay run and timecard setup, pay
calculation, direct deposit and paycheck output, and relevant follow-up actions. This kind of organization is typical
of a processing center.
In some cases, the processing center will provide check marks next to options you already used. This is the case
where a process has prerequisite options you need to run before moving to the next steps. Always refer to the
appropriate chapter section in your eFinancePLUS application manual for information on layout and usage of a
specific processing center.

Basic eFinancePLUS Page Types
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Moving Within a Page
Navigation within a page involves the actions you perform to move about inside a page and the resources you use
to do so. These resources, or tools, include your mouse and keyboard, tangible hardware you can touch.
eFinancePLUS pages also contain navigation tools that are fundamental to viewing information and moving to
different areas in the pages. This section describes the following navigation tools: the
Toolbar items, results list sections, and tabs.

OK and

Back

When navigating within a page, <Tab> on your keyboard will move you from field to field, and to the next section
on a page when you have reached the last field.

OK and Back Toolbar Items
The

OK and

Back items appear in a page’s Toolbar. While

OK is not primarily a navigation tool, it does

often initiate an important navigation function. The primary purpose of
your position in a page. If you are in a page’s search section,
section,

OK is to perform an action relative to

OK executes your search. If you are in a results list

OK opens the selected record in the list.

In terms of navigation,

OK moves you forward by one section in a multi-section application page. This occurs

until you reach the final section in the page. When you reach a page’s bottom section,
function, such as saving a new record or opening a selected list item.
To move backwards by one section, use the

Back item.

OK executes its

Back again serves a function relative to your

position in a page. For example, if your cursor is in a list section,

Back moves you to the page’s search section.

Important: These two items function relative both to your position in a page and to the specific application page
you are using. For information on how OK and
section in the application’s user manual.

Back function in an application page, refer to the appropriate

Results List Sections
application pages often contain sections where search results or table records display. These sections, referred to
as results list sections, contain column headings, columns, rows, and scroll bars.
Results list section components are shown in the following illustration:

The results list displays records in the record listing. Each row in the listing represents an individual record. The
column headings display above the record listing. Each heading indicates the type of information contained in one
of the listing’s columns. The listing shows the record’s information for all columns contained among the column
headings.
When you have records displayed in a record center’s results list section, you can double-click on one of the
records to open a detail page showing the record in its entirety.

Moving Within a Page
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Procedure
Accessing a record through a record center’s list section
1. Open the appropriate record center.
2. Enter your search criteria in the search section, or use the advanced search page, if available. For a
description of search procedures, refer to Searching for Records (page 44).
3. Prompt the system to perform the search. If you entered your criteria in the search section, click Find. If you
are performing an advanced search, click OK in the Advanced Search page. The system displays your results:

4. In the results list section, find the record you want to view and double-click on it. A detail page opens
showing the whole record.

Moving Within a Page
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Using Your Keyboard
You can initiate the following results list section navigation actions through your keyboard:
l
l

To move up or down by one row, use the up or down arrow key respectively.
To scroll up in the record listing by one full page, press <Page Up>. In a list section, a page equals the
number of rows currently visible. Therefore, if you have your page sized so you can see fifteen records at a
time, you will shift your view up by fourteen records when you press <Page Up>.
<Page Up> moves your view up by a full page when you have the top visible row selected. Otherwise, it moves
you to the top visible row

Tabs
A tab in an eFinancePLUS application page functions like a page in a book. Each “page” contains a series of related
fields accessed by clicking its label, also called a tab. Consider the following illustration of a page divided into a
series of tabs:

In the illustration, the tab labeled Employment is open. To open any of the other tabs, click its associated label.
Tabs serve to group related fields and to ease navigation through a detailed record. Instead of navigating to
several pages, you navigate within one page.

Moving Within a Page
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2: Entering Records
eFinancePLUS applications fundamentally revolve around records entered within a series of database
tables. A record is a set of related data stored as a unit within a table. eFinancePLUS applications let you
add, change, and, if necessary, delete these records.
This chapter provides background on the tools and terms used in data entry and discusses the basic
add, change, and delete procedures you use throughout eFinancePLUS. It also briefly discusses the use
of reference tables, then concludes with a section that explains and illustrates the use of site-defined
pages.

Preview
This chapter details record entry in the following sections:
Data Entry Tools

28
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Data Entry Procedures

33

Adding Records

34

Changing Records

35

Deleting Records
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Updating Array Pages
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41
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Data Entry Tools
This section will outline the various data entry tools that make up the various types of eFinancePLUS pages. Data
entry tools, such as field and keyboard shortcuts, that are standard throughout eFinancePLUS applications.
In general terms, a field is a box you can use to enter or select information. The fields used in eFinancePLUS differ
in appearance based on the kind of information they accept. They are described and illustrated in the first topic.
This is followed by keyboard functions that allow you to use the various data entry tools most efficiently.

Data Entry Fields
eFinancePLUS pages contain tools used for data entry, particularly text boxes, checkboxes, and drop-down lists.
Date fields typically have a calendar pop-up page opened by clicking the Calendar
Lookup

button. Some fields include a

button which opens a table-help page.

Following are the primary field tools you work with when searching for, adding, and managing records using
eFinancePLUS applications. You will occasionally use radio buttons, which are also described below.
Lookup Button
Tool available for fields that are table-verified. You can search for, list, and retrieve valid entries with a field’s
Lookup

button.

Calendar Button
Tool available for any date field. Click the Calendar
below:

button to open a pop-up calendar page as illustrated

Today’s date is the default.
Checkbox
Toggle-selection (on or off) fields which display as follows:

You select or clear a checkbox by clicking on it.

When a check
displays inside the checkbox, the checkbox setting is turned “on” (a Yes answer). A
checkbox always functions independently of other checkboxes; if several checkboxes are available, each
checkbox requires you to make a separate decision.

Data Entry Tools
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In the following example from the Pay Run Processing center’s Pay Run Setup option, the Select Deduction
Frequencies for Pay Run section has checkboxes for choosing which deductions will be processed in the pay
run. Check marks indicate that deductions with frequencies of E and M will be included, and deduction
frequency B is excluded.

Drop-Down List
Listing of valid field selections, accessed by clicking a down arrow

to the right of the text box. For

example:
The field’s current selection, in this example, Y - Timecard Required,
displays in the box and cannot be edited by typing. Once the listing is open, you will click on one of the
items to select the field value.
You can navigate in a drop-down list using your keyboard, without opening the list. Use your arrow keys to
move through the list one item at a time.
You can also type the first character of the item you want, and the system displays the first list item
beginning with that character. Use your arrow keys to move through the list one item at a time.
The illustration here shows the items listed in the Timecard Required field.

Typically, these lists are short and can be viewed without scrolling. If the items on the list are the result of
data entry, you can use the List Box Display setting in User Preferences to determine the format used for
displaying these items. If the items are standard to the application, this setting does not affect list display.
For information on preferences, refer to Setting User Preferences (page 76).
Radio Button Set
Series of on/off buttons that work together to indicate a single choice. Only one button in the set can be
selected at a time. A solid black dot inside one of the buttons indicates the button is selected or “on.” When
a button displays as an empty circle, it is not selected (an “off” setting).
Click within an empty radio button to select it. Doing so turns “off” the previously selected button in the set.
The following illustration shows a print page’s radio button set for choosing where you are sending a
report.

Data Entry Tools
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Text Box
A text box
allows you to enter text directly. Sometimes a text box field contains a
default value, text that automatically appears in the field without your input. You can keep the default value
or enter a new one.

Frequently Used Keys
eFinancePLUS applications support several keyboard-based functions that relate specifically to data entry. Each
function lets you perform an action through the keyboard that you could have otherwise performed using your
mouse. The benefit to using the keystrokes described here is that you can save yourself some time during a
lengthy data entry session by keeping your hands in one place.
Arrow Keys
Allow you to view options in a drop-down field without opening the drop-down list.
Ctrl+C
Copies selected data to the clipboard. You can then paste the data into another field using Ctrl + V. The
data remains on the clipboard until you copy or cut other data or until you end your eFinancePLUS session.
Ctrl+Alt+P
Performs the action associated with the page’s

Back item.

Ctrl+Alt+T
Opens a lookup page for table-verified fields with a Lookup
function, please refer to the Data Entry Fields section above.

button. For information on the lookup

Ctrl+V
Pastes information from the clipboard into the text box where your cursor is positioned. This assumes you
earlier placed data onto the clipboard using the copy or cut function.
Ctrl+X
Cuts selected data from a field and places it on the clipboard. You can then paste the data into another field
using Ctrl + V just as if you used the copy function.
Ctrl+Y
Reenacts a previously cancelled data entry action you took in a field (Redo).
Ctrl+Z
Cancels the last data entry action you took in a field (Undo).
Enter
Performs the command associated with the

OK item. If you are adding a new record,

record as long as you completed all required fields. If you are updating an existing record,
updates.

Data Entry Tools
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Shift+Tab
Returns your cursor to the page’s previous field.
Spacebar
Toggles between the selected and cleared settings in a checkbox. In other words, if your cursor is on a
checkbox and you press the spacebar, the setting changes from selected to cleared or vice-versa
depending on how it was initially set.
When you access a drop-down field during data entry, you can also use the spacebar to open the list of
valid field selections.
Tab
Advances your cursor to the page’s next field.

Data Entry Tools
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Data Entry Terms
Data entry fields in eFinancePLUS applications can be described using several terms. These terms pertain to the
type of data you enter and the importance of entering data in the field.
Data Type
Category describing the type of information you enter in a field. The main data types in eFinancePLUS are
character, date, integer, small integer, and decimal.
A character field accepts letters, numbers, keyboard characters, or a combination of this data.
A date field accepts entry of a calendar date in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY. In eFinancePLUS, you can
select a date from a pop-up calendar or enter the date manually.
An integer field allows a range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.
A small integer field allows a range of -32,768 to 32,767.
A decimal field accepts a number that contains a decimal point. Decimal points are generally used in fields
that represent dollar amounts, such as 25.00, or percentages, such as 0.085 for 8.5%.
Default Value
Data that automatically appears in a field. You can keep the default value or replace it with other data.
Display-Only
Field that lets you to see its entered value, but you cannot edit this data. A display-only field typically has a
gray background.
Key Field
Information that by itself or in combination with other field values acts as the unique identifier for a
database record. Every eFinancePLUS record has one or more key fields uniquely identifying it.
If a record has one key field, the value in that field needs to be unique from the same field’s value in all table
records of the same type. If a record has three key fields, the combination of values in these three fields
must be unique from the same combination in all other records for the same database table.
Optional Field
Information useful for reporting or record organization but that is not necessary for the purpose of saving
a record. Application manuals sometimes label a field as Recommended when it is optional but entry within
it generally makes sense.
Required Field
Information you must enter before you can save a record or advance to the next page in a procedure.
eFinancePLUS pages typically display an asterisk (*) next to required fields.
Application manuals also note fields where data entry is required if you want to perform a specific function,
have the system track special information, or designate the record in a special way.
Table- Validated Field
Field that accepts codes or abbreviations defined in a specific reference table. Information entered in such a
field must be validated against the corresponding table.

Data Entry Terms
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Data Entry Procedures
The procedures for adding, changing, and deleting records are generally consistent no matter what application or
option you use. The procedures in the following sections provide basic operating procedures you can use
throughout eFinancePLUS. Any special procedural considerations are covered in the appropriate application
manual.

Preview
Adding Records

34

Changing Records

35

Deleting Records

37

Updating Array Pages

39
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Adding Records
When adding a record, you enter data in all of the page’s required fields, including those contained in tabs, where
applicable, by following the procedure described here. Exceptions to this procedure, such as when you add a new
record using a wizard, are included in the appropriate application’s documentation.

Procedure
Adding a new record
1. Open the application page associated with the database table where you want to add the record. For
example, to add a new fixed asset record, select
Information.

Fixed Assets > Entry & Processing > Fixed Assets > Asset

2. In the page’s Toolbar, click
New to open the appropriate detail page or to move to the page’s detail
section (typically used when adding a reference table record). In this example, the Asset Detail Information
page opens.
3. Complete the record’s fields using either the hover help, where available, or the field descriptions from the
appropriate application manual section as your guide.
4. If the page is divided into tabs, you move to the next tab by clicking the name of the tab you want to access.
5. Use the Continuous checkbox to indicate whether you want to continue adding records after saving the
current one. The selected setting indicates continuous adding. Clear the checkbox if you are only adding one
record.
6. Click
OK. The system saves the record if no data entry errors are detected.
7. If you selected the Continuous checkbox, the system refreshes the detail page or section so you can add a
new record.
8. If you cleared the Continuous checkbox, the system returns you to the page and section where you clicked
New.

Data Entry Procedures
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Changing Records
Changing records consists of either changing information in or adding information to an existing record. You will
not be able to change a record’s key field information.

Procedure
Changing a record
1. Open the application page associated with the record you want to change. For example, select
Human
Resources > Entry & Processing > Employee > Employee Information to change information in an employee
record.

2. Search for a specific record using one of the search procedures described in the Searching for Records
chapter of this manual. This sample shows the results for a search on Employee Number 111.

3. In the results list section, select the record you want to update, then click
OK. This opens the record’s
detail page or displays the page’s detail section (typically when changing a record in a reference table). The
following illustration shows the Employee Information detail page for Employee 111.

Data Entry Procedures
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4. Update the record’s fields using either the hover help, where available, or the field descriptions from the
appropriate application manual section as a guide.
You cannot change key fields. If a key field is incorrect, you must delete the record and add a new one with
the correct information.
5. When you are finished, click

Data Entry Procedures

OK to save the changes.
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Deleting Records
If you no longer need a record, in most cases, you can delete it from the database. Since a deletion cannot be
reversed, the system asks you to confirm your intent to delete the record.
Note that you may not always have to initiate a search (Step 2 in the procedure). Depending on the application
page, the system may immediately display a list of records from which you can choose.
Deleting a record
1. Open the application page associated with the record you want to delete. For example, if you have a vendor
record that is not in use, you would select
Vendor List.

Data Entry Procedures
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2. Search for and list the record using one of the search procedures described in the Searching for Records
chapter of this manual.

3. Select the record in the page’s list section.
4. Review the record to make sure you are deleting the right one.
5. With the listed record selected, click the Toolbar’s
Delete item.
6. In the Confirmation, click Yes. The record is deleted and no longer shows in the results list section.

Data Entry Procedures
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Updating Array Pages
Array pages display information related to a larger record, such as an employee’s academic degrees or
professional certifications. The information is displayed in a series of columns and rows, like a spreadsheet.
The general appearance of array pages is consistent throughout eFinancePLUS software as are the procedures for
entering information within them.

Procedure
Updating an array
1. Access the record associated with the array data you want to update.
2. For instance, if you want to update an employee’s degree information, list the employee in the Employee
Information record center, then select it.

3. Open the array by clicking the appropriate Action item. For example, to open the Degree Data page, select
the appropriate employee record, then in the Action Bar, select the Personnel Information item, and select
Degrees from the drop-down.

4. To update a blank row, click within the row’s first field. Enter data using the field descriptions from the
appropriate application manual for assistance.
5. You only see a field’s data entry tool when you access the field. For example, a date field only displays its
calendar button when you actually access that particular field.

Data Entry Procedures
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6. To insert a blank row between two rows already containing data, place your cursor beneath where you want
the new row, then click Insert Row on the Action Bar.
7. To remove a row of data, access a field in that row, then click Delete Row on the Action Bar.
8. When you are finished updating, click

Data Entry Procedures

OK. The array information is saved at this point.
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Reference Tables
Reference tables hold site-specific data that are used throughout eFinancePLUS applications. Each application has
a set of reference tables, and it may share some tables with other eFinancePLUS applications.
Data entry in reference tables is similar to data entry elsewhere in the system in that you must have the security
rights to add, change, or delete records.

Procedure
Using reference tables
1. Through the Main Menu, select an application, then select Reference Tables from the sub-menu. The
menu will list all the reference tables for the selected application.
2. Click the appropriate table name to open the associated page.
3. Once you access the appropriate reference table’s page, you can perform the following actions:
l

l

l

l

l

Add a table record by clicking
this chapter.

New and following the Adding Records procedure described earlier in

Search for a table record following the appropriate Search procedure described in the Searching for
Records chapter of this manual.
Change a table record by selecting it from a results list section and following the Changing Records
procedure described earlier in this chapter.
Delete a table record, if it is not currently in use within the system, by selecting it from a results list
section and following the Deleting Records procedure described earlier in this chapter.
Print a list of some or all of the records in the table by entering search criteria and, when the results
display, clicking
Print and following the Printing Reports procedure from the Generating Reports,
Lists, and Uploading Files chapter of this manual.

Reference Tables
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Site-Defined Pages
You use site-defined pages, which typically are created during your site’s implementation, to track extra
information not otherwise addressed by a record’s standard fields.

Site-Defined Page Selection
If a site-defined page has been designated as required, the page opens for your input at the appropriate time
during a record’s Add procedure.
Otherwise, you use a site-defined window selector within an application to open the appropriate site-defined
page. A selector lists pages defined for the application you are currently using and is typically available in record
centers and detail pages.
To access a selector, click the Defined Windows item located in the Action bar.

Choosing From the Selector
If a defined page is optional, open it by selecting the Defined Windows item in the Action Bar, then choosing the
page from a selector. The general display of defined windows selectors is the same no matter what application you
are using. A list of the application’s defined pages displays, as in the following example of the defined window
selector for the Vendor List options:

To open a site-defined page, select it in the selector, then click
vendor email addresses:

OK. Here is a sample of the page that opens for

Review information in the site-defined page you selected.

Site-Defined Pages
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l

l

If you have the security resources to do so, you can update the page’s information and click
The system closes the page and returns you to the defined windows selector.
If you are just reviewing information, click

Site-Defined Pages

OK to save.

Back when you are finished to return to the selector.
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3: Searching for Records
eFinancePLUS software lets you perform database searches in a variety of ways based on the volume of
records you need to retrieve and level of detail you want to use to limit your search. You define a search
using search criteria: a combination of field values, search operators, and logical operators that instruct
the system to find and list records fitting specific parameters.
In eFinancePLUS, two basic search procedures are available: the simple search and the advanced search.
These search procedures are essential to your use of eFinancePLUS software since you need to search
for and list records before you can view, manage, and process them. You also use search criteria to select
records for many report options.
This chapter introduces terminology fundamental to performing a search and provides the steps used in
each search method.

Preview
The following sections describe terms and procedures for performing searches in eFinancePLUS:
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Search Terminology
To perform a search, you use field values, search operators, and logical operators which, when combined, form
search criteria. This section defines the terms used in this guide to describe search procedures.

Search Criteria
Search criteria are the directions you give the system regarding which records you need it to retrieve. You can
define criteria specific enough to retrieve one record, broad enough to include all records for a data area, or
anywhere between these extremes.

Basic Search Types
eFinancePLUS uses two basic methods for entering search criteria and generating a results list, the Simple search
and the Advanced search. Several windows also allow you to perform a Sounds Like search.
Simple Search
Method to quickly enter search criteria pertaining specifically to the application you are using.
Advanced Search
Method available in search sections displaying an Advanced button. For this search type, you form a series
of search statements and use logical operators to define the grouping of your statements.
Sounds Like Search
Method that allows you to search based on a specific field indicated by the Sounds Like
. This is used for
fields where you are searching for a record using a name, and you cannot remember the exact spelling of
that name. The system will retrieve records with names sounding like the text you entered.

Field Types
No matter which search method you use, you will enter search criteria in one or more fields. eFinancePLUS uses
several field types that generally follow standard conventions. For a full description of the field types, refer to the
Data Entry Fields section in Data Entry Tools (page 28).

Field Value
A field value is the data you enter in a search field indicating what the system will look for as it searches. For
example, you might want to search for records of employees in a specific department and building at your site. In
this case, you would enter the department and building in the appropriate search fields. These are the field values
that tell the system to retrieve records for employees in the specified department and building.
At times, you use field values in combination with search operators. Search operators are described next.

Search Operator
A search operator is a term or symbol used in combination with field values when entering search criteria. The
search operator helps define or limit which records the system should retrieve.
For example, you would use a search operator if you wanted the system to search for all records with a Last Name
field value beginning with letter B. To do so, you would enter B* in the Last Name field. The asterisk (*) is the
search operator. It tells the system to retrieve records based on the Last Name field, limited to those beginning
with the letter B.
You enter search operators differently depending on the search method you use. When performing a simple
search, you enter search operators as symbols. When using an advanced search, you choose a search operator
term from a drop-down list.
The following table lists search operator symbols, corresponding terms used in advanced search pages, and the
meaning of each search operator. Some symbols have no corresponding advanced search term and vice-versa.

Search Terminology
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Operator Symbols and Terms

Symbol

Advanced
Search
Term

Definition

=

Equals or

Equal to the field value entered.

On (for
date fields)
>

Greater
Than or
After (for
date fields)

Greater than the field value or after
the calendar date entered.

<

Less Than
or Before
(for date
fields)

Less than the field value or before
the calendar date entered.

>=

Greater
Than/equal
or On or
After (for
date fields)

Greater than or equal to the field
value or on or after the calendar
date entered.

<=

Less
Than/equal
or On or
Before (for
date fields)

Less than or equal to the field value
or on or before the calendar date
entered.

<> or !=

Not Equal
To

Not equal to the field value
entered.

,

Is In
(Comma
Delimited)

Equal to one of the field values
entered. To use the symbol, enter a
field value followed by a , followed
by another field value as in the
following example: 50,52,54,56.

Between

Selects records with field values
within a range, including the values
bracketing the range. For example,
if you entered 51:54 as search
criteria, the system would retrieve
records containing 51, 52, 53, or 54
in the specified field.

You can use this symbol
for fields accepting
character and numeric
data.
:
You can use this symbol
for fields accepting
Date, Decimal, or
Integer as their data
types.

Search Terminology
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Operator Symbols and Terms (continued)

Symbol

Advanced
Search
Term

?

Single character wildcard. For
instance, if you entered 5? as search
criteria, the system would retrieve
all records with two character
entries in the specified field with 5
as the first character.

You can use this symbol
for fields accepting
character data.

*

Multiple character wildcard. For
instance, if you entered 5* as search
criteria, the system would retrieve
all records with 5 as the first
character in the specified field.

You can use this symbol
for fields accepting the
character data type.
*value*

Contains

Selects records with field values
containing the data string you
enter as search criteria.

Starts With

Selects records with field values
beginning with the data string you
enter as search criteria.

Ends With

Selects records with field values
ending with the data string you
enter as search criteria.

Does Not
Contain

Selects records with field values
that do not contain the data string
you entered as search criteria.

Is Missing

Selects records for the item where
no value is entered. Records with
data are omitted.

Is Not
Missing

Selects records for the item where a
value is entered. Records with no
data are omitted.

Is Not In
(Comma
Delimited)

Is not equal to one of the field
values entered. To use the symbol,
enter a field value followed by a ,
followed by another field value, as
in the following example:

Place asterisks around
search criteria text.
value*
Enter the appropriate
search text followed by
an asterisk.
*value
Precede search text with
an asterisk.

,
You can use this symbol
for fields accepting
character and numeric
data.

Definition

50,52,54,56.

Search Terminology
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Simple Search
A simple search lets you quickly enter search criteria pertaining specifically to the application you are using.

Procedure
Performing a simple search
1. Access the appropriate application page. For example, to access records for a particular employee, select
Human Resources > Entry & Processing > Employee > Employee Information.

2. Enter your search criteria using a combination of field values and search operators. In the following example,
the search is based on employees in the ADMINISTRATION Department.

Simple Search
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3. Click Find. The results display in the page’s results list section.

Simple Search
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Sounds Like Search
The Sounds Like search feature lets you search for records based on a field without using exact spelling in your
criteria. The feature is available wherever the Sounds Like

button displays next to a search field.

Procedure
Performing a Sounds Like search
1. Open a page where this feature is available, such as the Vendor Information page (
Reference Tables > Reference Tables > Vendor List).

Fund Accounting >

2. In the search section, access the field you want to use for the Sounds Like search.
3. In the search field, enter the name as you remember it. For instance, suppose you remember a vendor’s name
as Berks, but you are not sure whether it is spelled with an e, an i, or a u.
4. Enter the name as BERKS in the Vendor Name or Search Name field.
5. Click the Sounds Like

button next to the field where you entered the search data.

6. Enter criteria in the remaining search fields as needed to further limit the search.
7. Click Find to list records meeting your criteria with a name that sounds like the one you entered.

Sounds Like Search
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Save and Clear
The Human Resources menu options have a special feature for the Search Criteria sections. After entering
information into the various Search Criteria fields, that information will stay saved in those fields even after leaving
that page. To remove that criteria, change it manually or click

(Clear) to clear all the fields at once.

This feature allows users to keep track of search criteria throughout procedures and if the page is closed and then
accessed later.

Procedures
Saving Search Criteria information
1. Select the desired Human Resources menu option to display that page.
2. In the Search Criteria fields, enter information and make selections as needed.
3. Click Find.
4. Complete procedures as needed and then either close the page or return to the starting Search Criteria
section. You will notice that the information entered in Step 2 remains.
Note
This will only work on the specific page selected. Entered criteria will not carry over to other pages.
Clearing Search Criteria information
1. Complete the previous procedure to save criteria.
2. In the Search Criteria section, click

Save and Clear

(Clear) to clear the Search Criteria fields.
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Advanced Search
An advanced search lets you define criteria using almost any field associated with a particular type of record. You
define search criteria through search statements and logical operators. You can perform an advanced search in
any page containing the Advanced button.
This section provides the general procedure for performing an advanced search, descriptions for the advanced
search page’s fields, and an explanation of how the system uses search statements to retrieve records. It
concludes with procedures for saving, loading, and deleting an advanced search.

Advantages of an Advanced Search
An application’s records have more fields associated with them than those presented in a page’s search section.
For that reason, an advanced search lets you limit your search using most of the record’s fields and using logical
operators to prioritize search statements.
Since an advanced search takes some time to set up, you have the ability to save the criteria you define. You can
make your search public (available to others on the system) or save it just for your use. Likewise, you can use
advanced searches saved and made public by others.
Important: You can perform either a simple or an advanced search. You cannot combine the two methods for a
single search.

Sample Advanced Search Page

Fields
Search Information Section
The fields in this section are enabled for data entry after you click the Save button.
Search Name
Name identifying the search, up to 20 characters.
Search Description
Description of the search, up to 40 characters.
Public Search
Setting indicating whether the search is available for all your organization’s users. Place a check mark in the
checkbox to list searches available for everyone, or clear the checkbox to list private searches only the
owner can access.

Advanced Search
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Advanced Search Criteria Section
The fields in this section make up each statement you include in an advanced search.
Area
Database table containing the field you want to include in the advanced search. Your selection determines
the fields that display in the Item field.
Item
Database field you want to include in the search. The fields that display are determined by your selection in
the Area field. You will complete the search statement by selecting the search operator and field value(s)
the system will use when looking for matching records in the database table.
Operation
Search operator you want the system to use in combination with the field value(s) you enter in the next
field. The search operator determines how the system looks at the data in the field you selected as the Item.
For example, if you want the system to retrieve records with values of 51, 52, 53, or 54 in the field you
specified, you would choose Is In (Comma Delimited) in the Operation field, then you would enter 51, 52,
53, 54 as the Field Value.
The selections available in the Operation field depend on the data type of the field you selected in the Item
drop-down list. Following are the search operators available for each data type:
Data Type

Available Search Operators

Character

Equals

Does Not
Contains

Is Not In
(Comma
Delimited)

Not Equals

Ends With

Is Missing

Starts With

Is In (Comma
Delimited)

Is Not Missing

Equals

Is Missing

Between

Not Equals

Is Not Missing

Is In (Comma
Delimited)

Less Than

Greater Than

Is Not In
(Comma
Delimited)

Less
Than/Equal

Greater
Than/Equal

Equals

On or Before

Between

Not Equals

After

Is Missing

Before

On or After

Is Not Missing

Contains
Numeric
Decimal

Date

For descriptions of these search operators, refer to Search Terminology (page 45).
(Field Value)
Value(s) which the system will use with indicated the search operator when looking at the field you selected

Advanced Search
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from the Item drop-down list.
The Item and Operation fields determine how you enter the Field Value. For instance, if you select a date
field in the Item drop-down list, you need to enter your field value in MM/DD/YYYY format. If you select Is In
(Comma Delimited) in the Operation field, you will enter a series of field values separated by commas.
If you select Between in the Operation field, the Field Value displays as two fields, one above the other:

In these fields, enter a minimum value in the top field and a maximum value in the bottom field. The system
then returns records containing a value within the range you defined, including records with either the
minimum or maximum value.
Note: The (field value) is not accessible when the Is Missing or Is Not Missingoperators are used.
(Grouping)
Logical operator that determines how the system relates this search statement to the next one. This field
tells the system whether to group this search statement with the next one and how to process search
statement groups when a new one is created.
Choose one of the following options:
And

Includes this search statement in the same group as the
next one.

Or

Includes this search statement in the same group as the
next one.

New - And

Ends one search statement group and begins a new one
on the next line.

New - Or

Ends one search statement group and begins a new one
on the next line.

End

Indicates you have entered the last search statement.

The Grouping selections are described in more detail later in this chapter.

Preview
The procedures and fields associated with the Advanced Search page are described in the following topics:
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Logical Operator
A logical operator tells the system how to group search statements. You only use logical operators in an advanced
search, choosing one for each search statement you define. You make this choice in a search statement’s final
field, the Grouping field.

The following logical operators are available for each search statement:
And

Include this search statement in the same group as the
next one. When performing the search, the system
retrieves records meeting criteria both in the statement
before and after the And selection. If a record meets
criteria from only one of the two search statements, it is
not returned with the search results.

Or

Include this search statement in the same group as the
next one. When performing the search, the system
retrieves records meeting criteria in at least one of the
two search statements separated by the Or selection.

New - And

Ends one search statement group and begins a new one
on the next line. When performing the search, the system
returns records meeting criteria from both search
statement groups separated by the New - And operator.

New - Or

Ends one search statement group and begins a new one
on the next line. When performing the search, the system
returns records that meet the criteria defined in at least
one of the two search statement groups separated by
the New - Or operator.

End

Indicates you have entered the last search statement.

Advanced Search
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Search Statement Group
A search statement group is a set of search statements in an advanced search page that the system processes
together before considering its relationship to other search statements.
You use the Grouping field in the advanced search page to determine the relationship between a search
statement to the one before it and the one after it. The grouping operators are And, Or, New-And, New-Or, and
End.

And or Or Operators
The system considers as a group all search statements separated by either the And or Or operator. In this
example, the values in the Grouping fields are And for the first line and End for the second. As such, the system
considers both lines as part of one group.

New-And or New-Or Operators
Conversely, when the system sees New - And or New - Or, it processes the next search statement as the first line
in a new search statement group. The new group continues until the system reaches a search statement with New
- And, New - Or, or End in the Grouping field.
In the following example, lines one and two constitute a search statement group, while line three is another
search statement group.
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Performing an Advanced Search
The general appearance of and procedures associated with an advanced search page are the same throughout
eFinancePLUS applications. However, the values listed in the Area, Item, and Field Value fields depend on the
specific advanced search window you access and the type of record you want to find.

Procedure
Performing an advanced search
1. Access the appropriate application page. For example, to access records for an employee, select
Resources > Entry & Processing > Employee > Employee Information.

Human

2. Click Advanced:

In the Advanced Search Criteria section, the first three fields display the field names (Area, Item, and
Operation fields). The unlabeled fourth and fifth fields are the Field Value and Grouping fields, respectively.
3. Use the Area field to select the area of the record you want to use as the basis for the first search statement
line.
4. In the Item field, select the database field for which you want to define search criteria. The available items
depend on the table you selected in the Area field.
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5. In the Operation field, choose the search operator term to use in combination with the field value you enter
in the next field.
6. The fourth field accepts the field value you want to use as search criteria for this search statement line.
l

l

You can type a field value or data string directly into this field. For details, refer to the Operator Symbols
and Terms table in Search Terminology (page 45).
If you are searching based on a table-verified field, you can open a listing of valid codes by selecting the

drop-down:
.
7. Choose the appropriate logical operator from the Grouping field to determine the search statement line’s
relationship to the next line. Logical operators are described in this chapter’s Search Terminology section. If
you choose End as the operator, go to Step 12.
8. Click OK to create the next search statement line.
9. Repeat Steps 3 through 8 for each line you add to the search. Take careful note of the logical operators you
use between lines.
10. For the final search statement line, choose End in the Grouping field.
11. If you want to keep the criteria you entered for future use, follow the save procedure described in the Saving
an Advanced Search topic later in this chapter.
l

Return to Step 12 in this procedure after saving.

12. Click OK to perform the search.

Understanding System Processing
In a lot of ways, advanced search uses concepts from the simple search procedure. You still enter search criteria,
including operator symbols and field values, to determine how the system retrieves records.
The one new concept is that of the logical operator you select for each statement in an advanced search. When
you conduct a simple search, the system returns records as though you chose an And operator between the
criteria you entered for individual fields. For example, consider the search criteria entered in the following
employee search.
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Behind the scenes, the system translates this criteria into the following set of search statements:

Return records where Last Name begins with S (S* in Last Name field)
AND
Department is ADMIN (ADMIN - ADMINISTRATION in Department field)
AND
Base Location is 6 (6 - ADMIN BUILDING in Base Location field)
To be retrieved for this search, a record needs to meet the criteria defined for each search field. The advanced
search, comparatively, lets you broaden or limit your search with greater freedom, searching based on added fields
and creating complex query statements with the Grouping field selections.
For example, suppose you want to create a list of only the part-time employees with deduction code 0300. Here’s
one way the advanced search comes in handy. You plan the search as follows:
l

the search should include employees with a Part Time Code of P - Part Time.

l

the search should include only those employees that have a deduction record set up for code 0300.

Now, take these considerations and think of them in terms of advanced search criteria. An advanced search for
only part-time employees with deduction code 0300 would look like the following illustration.

The system retrieves only those records matching the criteria entered.
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Saving an Advanced Search
You can save an advanced search so the criteria is available for use at a later time. When your saved search is used
at a later time, the system retrieves records that meet the criteria as of that date. If you want your advanced
searches to be available to other users in your site, you may define it as a public search.

Procedure
Saving an advanced search
1. Follow Steps 1-10 as described in the Performing an Advanced Search procedure in Performing an Advanced
Search (page 58).
2. Click the Save button. The fields in the Search Information section become active.
l

In the Search Name field, enter a name to identify the search, up to 20 characters.

l

In the Search Description field, enter a description of the search, up to 40 characters.

l

To make the search available to other users in your site, enter a check in the Public Search checkbox. If
you want to make the search private so that only you can access it, leave the Public Search checkbox
cleared.

3. Click OK. Your search is now listed beneath the search information. Notice that the search is a public search
and that the user who just created the search is the owner.
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Once a search is saved, it can be loaded and used at a later time, or it can be deleted by the owner. Refer to
the procedures in the following pages of this chapter for loading and deleting saved searches.
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Loading an Advanced Search
If you have saved an advanced search, you may load and use it at a later time. If you defined the search as a public
search, all other users in your site may also load and use the search.

Procedure
Loading a saved search
1. Access the page on which you want to perform an advanced search. For example, select
> Entry & Processing > Employee > Employee Information.

Human Resources

2. In the application page’s Search Criteria section, click Advanced. Saved searches display in a list as shown in
the following illustration:

3. Click the Load button.
4. In the Saved Search List, select the search to load.
5. Click OK to run the search.
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Deleting an Advanced Search
If you are the owner of a saved search, you can delete it at any time.

Procedure
Deleting a saved search
1. Open the appropriate application page. For example, select
Employee > Employee Information.

Human Resources > Entry & Processing >

2. In the application page’s Search Criteria section, click Advanced.
3. Click Load.
4. In the Saved Search List, select the search record you want to delete.
5. Click Delete.
6. In the Confirmation, click Yes to delete the search record.
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4: Personalizing eFinancePLUS
eFinancePLUS software allows you to change the appearance of page components to suit your
preferences. This chapter guides you through the procedures you use to control the way you view and
access information throughout eFinancePLUS.
The chapter includes information on the eFinancePLUS Favorites, where you can define as favorites the
application pages you most frequently use. This chapter also details how you can arrange results lists in
a manner most meaningful to you, and other system preferences.

Preview
The following sections describe features allowing you to customize the appearance of and navigation
within eFinancePLUS:
Managing Favorites

66

User Homepage Favorites Panels

67

Favorites Drop-Down Item

71

Favorites Toolbar Item

72

Setting User Preferences

76

System Setting Preferences

77

Workflow Preferences

80

Managing Results List Displays

81

Changing Column Display

82

Moving and Resizing Columns

84

Sorting Records

86
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Managing Favorites
When using eFinancePLUS software, the term favorite refers to a page you use frequently. When you define a page
as a favorite, you will create an option that gives you quick access to that page. Most options accessed through
the Main Menu, such a application pages and reports, can be defined as favorites.
Options you have defined as favorites are accessible in three ways:
On Favorites panels on the User Homepage.
On the PLUS360 Banner, through the
On most application pages, through the

Favorites drop-down item.
Favorites item in the Toolbar, which will open a Favorites page.

The following sections will outline accessing your favorites through each of these three locations, as well as the
procedures available in each option.

Preview
The following sections describe and illustrate the use of favorites:
User Homepage Favorites Panels
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Favorites Drop-Down Item

71

Favorites Toolbar Item

72
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User Homepage Favorites Panels
Favorites panels are one of the types of panels that display on the User Homepage. From favorites panels, you can
view the options added to specific favorite groups. You can also add or delete favorites from a group via the
group’s panel.
Favorites panels are specific to favorite groups. For example, you can have a My Favorites panel which lists the
favorites in the My Favorites group. If you have another group, such as Human Resources Favorites, that can be
added as a separate panel which lists the favorites in the Human Resources Favorites group.
This section will outline the procedures for adding or deleting favorites to an group on a Favorites panel. For more
information on adding the panel and panels on the User Homepage in general, refer to Understanding
eFinancePLUS Basics (page 5).

Favorites Panel on the User Homepage
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Procedures
Following are the procedures for adding or deleting a favorite to a group on a Favorites panel:
Adding a favorite to a group on the Favorites panel
1. On the User Homepage, find the Favorites group panel you wish to add a favorite to.
2. Click the + icon at the bottom of the panel to add a favorite:

3. The Add Favorites page will display:

4. Use the Package and Subpackage drop-downs or the Description field to search for options to add as a
favorite.
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5. Click Search. The Search results will list option that match the search criteria. The name of the option is listed
in the Description column. The Menu Path column lists the menu path for the option. For example:

6. Select the checkbox of the item or items you wish to add to favorites. If the option has already been added to
the selected favorite group, it will not appear in the search results. For example:

7. Click Add to add the item to the group. It will now be listed on the Favorites panel.
Deleting a favorite from a Favorites panel
1. On the User Homepage, find the Favorites group panel you wish to delete a favorite from.
2. Select the checkbox next to the favorite you wish you delete from the group. You can select more than one
favorite.
To select all favorites in the group, select the checkbox on the Title bar to select all checkboxes. For example:
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3. Click the - icon at the bottom of the panel to delete the selected favorite or favorites.
4. A delete confirmation will display. Click Yes to delete, or No to return to the User Homepage.
5. If you select to delete all the favorites from the group, or you delete the last favorite within the group, a
second confirmation will display, informing you the Favorite Group is empty, and asking if you would you like
to delete the group. If you wish you delete the group, which will remove the panel from the User Homepage,
click Yes. Otherwise, click No.
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Favorites Drop-Down Item
On the eFinancePLUS User Homepage, the PLUS360 Banner will display a
Favorites drop-down item. This item is
intended to be a quick way to access your favorites. This item will only display on the Homepage. Within
application pages, favorites can be managed through the Toolbar. For more information, refer to Favorites
Toolbar Item (page 72).

When you click the

Favorites item, a drop-down will display:

This drop-down will list links to each favorites item, organized by groups. From this menu you can access favorites,
but not add or delete them.
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Favorites Toolbar Item
You can add, delete, and access your Favorites via most pages in eFinancePLUS. On the Toolbar of applicable
pages, you will have the option to add the page as a favorite, remove it as a favorite, or view the Favorites page.
This section will outline the procedures for using the
Add Favorite,
Delete Favorite, and
Favorites
items. If these Toolbar items are greyed out on a specific page, the options are not available. When you add or
delete a favorite from a group via the page, these changes will be reflected on the associated Favorites panel, if
applicable, and on the

Favorites drop-down item.

Favorites Toolbar Items

Procedures
Adding a page as a favorite
1. Open the application or report page you want to define as a favorite. For example, to create a favorite for
entering fixed asset information, select
Information.
2. On the Toolbar, click

Managing Favorites

Fixed Assets > Entry & Processing > Fixed Assets > Asset

Add Favorite:
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3. The Add to Favorites page will display:

4. In the Favorite Name field, the title of the page will display by default. You can change this name.
5. In the Group Name drop-down, select the group the favorite will be added to. The options in this dropdown are populated based on favorites groups you have created. If this is the first time you are adding a
favorite, you will need to create a group.
6. If you do not want to add the favorite to an existing group, you can create a new group while adding the
favorite. To add a new group, select the Create Group button next to the Group Name field. The Add
Favorites Group page will display:

7. Enter a title for the group in the Group Name field.
8. Click OK to save the new group and return to the Add to Favorites page, or click Back to cancel. The newly
created group will display in the Group Name field.

Note: Even if you do not complete the process of adding the favorite, the new group has been saved and will
display in the Group Name drop-down when adding favorites, as well as on the favorites options accessible
through the User Homepage.
9. Once you have selected the group to add the favorite to, click OK to save the favorite, or Back to cancel.
Note: You can add as many user-defined favorites groups as you wish. A menu option can be associated with
as many Favorites Groups as they wish, but the option can only be added to each group once. Each of these
groups can be added as a panel on the User Homepage.
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Deleting a page as a favorite
1. Open the application or report page you want to delete as a favorite. For example, to delete a favorite for
entering fixed asset information, select
Information.
2. On the Toolbar, click

Fixed Assets > Entry & Processing > Fixed Assets > Asset

Delete Favorite:

3. A Delete Favorite page will display:

4. This page lists all groups to which the favorite belongs. Since the favorite option can be named anything
when it is added, the page lists both the favorite group the page is in as well as the name of the favorite. You
can select a single row to delete the favorite from the group, or using the <ctrl> key on your keyboard, select
multiple rows.
5. Click OK to delete the favorite or favorites, or Back to cancel.
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Accessing the Favorites page
1. On any applicable page, on the Toolbar, click
2. The Favorites page will display:

Favorites.

3. You can use this page to access any of the favorites options by double-clicking on the title. The favorites are
organized by groups, represented here by folder icons. You can expand or collapse the folders to view or hide
the favorites in each group.
Note: You cannot add or delete favorites from this page.
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Setting User Preferences
Similar to favorites, user preferences provide you with another way to personalize eFinancePLUS applications.
You can define preferences for how drop-down box lists display throughout all eFinancePLUS applications, how
you would like excel to export in the report options by default and the default size that your eFinancePLUS pages
will open up in. In addition, you can modify your keyboard and mouse functions.

Preview
The following section describes and illustrate user preference capabilities:
System Setting Preferences
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Workflow Preferences

80

Setting User Preferences
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System Setting Preferences
System preferences allow you to set up the following options:
l

Designate the format for the list box displays throughout eFinancePLUS.

l

Select the Excel export preference default when printing a report.

l

Select a sort order for documents in the
eFinancePLUS.

Documents item accessible on the Toolbar throughout

l

Select the default size that your eFinancePLUS pages will open in.

l

Choose how the <Enter> key on your keyboard should function.

l

Choose whether or open options with a single or double mouse click when using the Reference Tables or
Report action items in selected menu options.

Access this option through

e-Forms & Tools > All > Tools > User Preferences.

User Preferences - System Settings Tab

Procedure
Setting system setting preferences
1. From the home page, select e-Forms & Tools > All > Tools > User Preferences.
2. The User Preferences page will display. There are two tabs on the User Preferences page: the System
Settings tab and the Workflow tab.
3. On the System Settings tab, in the List Box Display field, choose one of the following options to define dropdown list displays:
Code Only

The codes display in alphabetic order.

Code - Description

The codes display in alphabetic order and
include descriptions.

Description (Code)

The descriptions display alphabetically with
the accompanying code in parentheses.
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Description Only

The descriptions display alphabetically.

4. The Excel Export Preference field allows you to specify the default to use in the Data Options field of a print
page for all reports where Excel is an option. This default can be changed on the individual print page for
each report.
5. The Document Sort field allows you to specify the sort order for files when accessing the
on the Toolbar throughout eFinancePLUS options.
A - Alphabetical Order

Documents item

D - Date/Time Order

Note: This setting does not apply to the sort order on the Documents panel on the User Homepage.
6. In the Keyboard Mapping field, choose one of the following options to define how both <Enter> keys on
your keyboard will function.
D - Default(Enter = OK)

The <Enter> keys function the same as when you use your
mouse and click
eFinancePLUS.

P - Power User(Enter = TAB,ESC = OK)

OK in the Toolbar throughout

The Enter keys function the same as the <Tab> key. Tab is the
primary navigation key throughout eFinancePLUS. This means,
if you are a user that relies heavily on the number pad of your
keyboard, with this setting you can navigate from field to field
without having to take your hand off the number pad. The
<Esc>key on your keyboard functions the same as when you
use your mouse and click and click
throughout eFinancePLUS.

OK in the Toolbar

Note: This mapping has no impact on display messages that have the OK action button.
7. In the Launcher Menu Mouse Control field, choose one of the following options to define whether a menu
option will be opened using a single click of the mouse or a double click when using the Reference Tables or
Reports action items in selected menu options.
D - Double Click

S - Single Click

These action items can be found in
or

Human Resources > Entry & Processing > Payroll > Pay Run Processing

Fixed Assets > Entry & Processing > Fixed Assets > Asset Information.

For example:
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Selecting the Reference Tables action item on the Asset Information page will display:

Depending on your setting in the Launcher Menu Mouse Control field,the menu options on this page will
open with a single or double click.
8. In the Page Height and Page Width fields, enter the height and width in pixels that you want the pages for
options to open in. Leave the value as 0 to open in the browser default.
9. Click
OK to save your settings. Once your settings have been saved, you will need to exit the
eFinancePLUS software and log back in for your settings to take effect.
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Workflow Preferences
The Workflow tab of the User Preferences page allows users to select how they will receive workflow notifications.

User Preferences - Workflow Tab

Requesters and approvers who are also users of eFinancePLUS have the ability to choose how they would like to
receive workflow notifications. The Send Workflow Items to field on the Workflow tab allows the users to
determine if workflow notifications are sent to the Activities Page, Email, or Both. The default is Both.

Actvities
Page

With this selection, the workflow notifications will be sent to the Activities tab/panel of the
eFinancePLUS Homepage

Email

With this selection, the workflow notifications will be sent to the email address entered in the
Email field of the Employment tab in the user's employee record.

Both

With this selection, the workflow notification will be sent to the email address and to the Activities
tab/panel.

Once you have made your selection, click
OK to save your settings. Once your settings have been saved, you
will need to exit the eFinancePLUS software and log back in for your settings to take effect.
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Managing Results List Displays
In a results list section, you can adjust several settings so that the listing displays information in a manner most
meaningful to you. Specifically, you can change the following:
The columns that display
The order in which the columns display
The size of each column
The column used for sorting the listing
The order in which the listing is sorted

Preview
The following sections describe and illustrate how to change the way your results lists display:
Changing Column Display

82

Moving and Resizing Columns

84

Sorting Records

86
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Changing Column Display
When records are listed in a page results list section, the columns default as determined by the software; however,
you can change which columns are displayed.

Default Columns Sample
The following illustration shows a default results list section from the Employee Information page:

Procedures
Following are procedures for changing the column options available for a page results list section:
Changing which columns display
1. Right-click in any of the column headings to view a list of columns. In the following example, you see the
columns available for display in the Employee Information page’s search results list:

In this list, a
indicates a column currently displaying in the results list. Items without a check mark are not
currently displayed but can be if you select them. As in the example, there may be too many columns to
display in the pop-up. Use the scroll bar to see the full list of columns.
For example:
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2. Click a column heading in the list to select it for display or remove it from the display.
Showing all columns
1. Right-click in any of the column headings to open the headings listing.
2. Select the Show all columns option to display all the columns available for that listing.
Hiding all columns except the selected
1. Right-click in the column heading you wish to display without any other columns showing. The headings
listing will display.
2. Select the Hide all but selected option. Only the column that was selected when you right-clicked will show
in the listing.
Resetting column defaults
1. Right click in any of the column headings to open the headings listing.
2. Selected the Reset settings option to display all default columns and restore the column sizing and column
organization for the results list section.
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Moving and Resizing Columns
Similar to the default columns that display, there is a default organization to the columns in a results list. If you
prefer a different organization of information in a list, you can move columns to new positions.
You can also adjust the width of columns if, for example, the default width hides some of a column’s text or if there
is a lot of unused white space in another column.

Procedures
Moving columns
1. Point to the column heading you want to move. For example, position the mouse pointer on the Last Name
column heading.

2. Click on the heading and drag it to its new position. In the following illustration, the Last Name column has
been moved to the left and is now the first column in the Search Results list.
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Enlarging or reducing the size of a column
1. Point directly over the column heading’s right or left border. In this sample, we want to enlarge the width of
the Department column in an employee listing.

2. When the mouse pointer displays as the resize cursor
, click and drag the column line to its new position.
3. Release the mouse button when the column is resized properly. The resized column is shown in the next
illustration:
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Sorting Records
Most list sections let you change the order records are displayed. The default order is ascending, A to Z for
alphabetical entries and 1 to infinity for numeric entries. For columns with a combination of letters and numbers,
the system sorts alphabetically, with numbers sorting ahead of letters.
You can change the default sort order from ascending to descending.

Procedures
Changing a result list’s sort order
1. Determine the list’s current sort column. The column is indicated by an engraved up arrow, as in the following
illustration.

2. Click the heading to reverse the sort to descending order. A down arrow displays to the right of the heading.
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Resetting the column sort order
1. Right-click in any of the column headings to display the column menu.

2. Select the Reset column sort option to return to the default sort order.
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5: Generating Reports, Lists, and Uploading Files
eFinancePLUS provides ways to create application-specific reports as well as several methods for printing or saving
those reports. In addition, you have the ability to upload files from a workstation to the application server.

Preview
The following sections discuss the options available for generating reports and lists within eFinancePLUS.
Printing Reports

89

Viewing Saved Report Files

91

Uploading Files to the Server

93

Forms Manager

94
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Printing Reports
When you access a report from the Reports sub-menu of each application or from a particular option, the
procedure for printing is the same for most reports.

Procedure
Printing a report
1. Access the report page through the application on the Main Menu and select the Reports sub-menu. For
example: to access the Pending Purchase Orders page, select
Reports > Pending Purchase Orders Report.

Purchasing > Reports > Purchasing

2. Enter report criteria as applicable. Report criteria works the same as search criteria. For tips on entering
criteria, refer to Search Terminology (page 45).
Information on conducting an advanced search is provided in the Advanced Search of the Searching for
Records chapter of this manual.
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3. Click

OK to run the report. The Print page will display:

4. Use the Destination radio buttons to select one of the following print destinations:
File

Saves the report to a file. In the File Name field, designate the path and file name
where it should be saved.

Screen

Displays the report on your monitor. From this page, you can navigate through the
report and save or print it if desired.

Excel

Sends the report to Excel. Based on your selection in the Data Option field on the
Print page, you can select to print all the information on the report or omit totals.
When you select the Run in the Background checkbox, the records are first
processed on the report page, then the excel task is sent to the background. When
completed, the report can be found on the My Documents panel on the User
Homepage,
Documents item on the Toolbar of most pages, or through
Forms & Tools > Tools > View Files.

e-

Note: When selecting the Destinations Screen or Excel, you will need to complete the following setups to
have reports open automatically:
l
l

Pop-up Blockers must be turned off.
When you run a report, if you receive the Windows message asking you to find a program to open the
file or save the file, select to save the file to your PC. Once the file is saved, locate the file on your PC and
open it. When Windows asks if you want to use the web service to find the appropriate program or
select the program from the list, choose to select the program from a list. If you send the report to
Excel, select Excel, or send the report to screen using Adobe Reader or similiar program. Make sure the
Always use the selected program to open this kind of file checkbox is selected. After clicking OK and
opening the report, anytime you run a future report, it will automatically open from eFinancePLUS
based on your preference.

5. Click OK. The report prints to the selected destination according to your parameters.
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Viewing Saved Report Files
There are three main ways to access your saved reports in eFinancePLUS. One is through the View Files option,
accessed through e-Forms & Tools > All > Tools > View Files. This option lets you access files you stored in
your report directory on the server. These files could be either report files you previously generated or log files
used by the system to store error messages or record processing results. These files are also visible in the My
Documents panel on the User Homepage and from the
Documents item on the Toolbar of most pages. For
more information on how to add this panel or panels in general, refer to Understanding eFinancePLUS Basics
(page 5).
Note: When viewing files via the My Documents panel on the User Homepage, note that only documents from the
last seven days will display. The files will continue to appear in the View Files option and the

Documents item.

Procedure
Viewing a saved report in the View Files option
1. Access e-Forms & Tools > All > Tools > View Files.
2. The View Files page opens with your default report directory listed in the Directory field.

3. In the Directory field, select the location on your application server for the report or log file you want to print.
4. In the File Mask field, enter an * (asterisk) followed by the file extension (.rpt or .log) of the type of report you
want to view, then click OK.
or
Click the Reports button to display a list of saved (.rpt) report files.
or
Click the Logs button to display a list of (.log) log files.
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5. You can select Save to PC on the Action Bar to save the report or log files to your PC.
6. In the list page, select the file you want to view and click
OK or double-click on the file name to display the
Print page for the file. From this page, you can select to view the file.
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Uploading Files to the Server
The Tools menu includes the Upload Files option, which lets you upload files from a workstation to the application
server. These files could be any type of file you choose, but potentially harmful file types will not be uploaded.
Potentially harmful files include, but are not limited to, file extensions .exe, .bat, .com, .dll and .vbs.

Procedure
Uploading a file to the server
1. Access e-Forms & Tools > Tools > View Files.
2. The Upload Files page displays with your default report directory on the server listed in the Directory field.

3. In the Copy File Name field, click the Choose File or Browse button in the File Name field to locate the file
from your workstation that you want to upload to the application server.
4. In the Directory field, select the location on your application server where the uploaded file should be copied
to.
5. In the Server File Name field, enter a name for the file on the application server. The name will default from
the Copy File Name field, but can be changed.
6. Click
OK to upload your file. If you uploaded the file to your default report directory on the application
server, you can view this file in the Documents tab of the eFinancePLUS home page.

Uploading Files to the Server
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Forms Manager
The Forms Manager option is an enhancement to the e-Forms & Tools menu. This option allows your organization to add district specific information to your Forms Manager forms without required customization. Purchase
Orders, Accounts Payable and Payroll Checks are included forms in this modification. The following information
can be defined and added to the Forms Manager forms using this option:
l

District name and address can be added, including return address lines for mailer checks.

l

Logo files can be uploaded to print on any of the forms.

l

Up to three signatures and titles can be uploaded for checks, as well as one signature and title for purchase
orders.

l

Bank information as well as the Bank Account MICR code can be added.

l

Multiple copies of purchase orders can be defined to print with up to five different routing copies.

l

Formats can be copied and then updated to lessen data entry.

Menu Path:

e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager

The following menu options are affected by the active formats this option generates:
Fund Accounting > Entry & Processing > Vendor Checks > Manual Checks
Fund Accounting > Entry & Processing > Vendor Checks > Vendor Checks
Purchasing > Entry & Processing > Change Order Processing > Change Orders
Purchasing > Entry & Processing > Purchase Order Processing > Purchase Orders
Human Resources > Entry & Processing > Payroll > Manual Checks
Human Resources > Entry & Processing > Payroll > Pay Run Processing > Print Checks
When adding and updating formats in the Forms Manager, the Format Code selected on an Active format will be
verified against the following fields on the Fund Accounting and Human Resources Profiles:
System Administration > Administration > Profiles > Fund Accounting Profile > Accounts Payable tab > Vendor
Checks section > Check Form Type
System Administration > Administration > Profiles > Fund Accounting Profile > Requisitions/PO's tab >
Miscellaneous section - Alternate Portrait PO
System Administration > Administration > Profiles > Human Resources Profile > Payroll tab > Pay Check Print
Options section - Paycheck Form

Action Bar Items
Generate

Creates the Forms Manager file containing the information for all active formats currently in
the Forms Manager. Formats in this file will be used to print your checks and purchase orders.

Copy

Creates a copy of an existing format. Copied formats can be updated. Also, copied formats
require less data storage.

Change
District Code

Allows users to change the district code.

Forms Manager
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Procedures
Following are the procedures for adding, updating, deleting, and copying formats and generating the Forms
Manager file in the Forms Manager page.
Adding a New Format for Accounts Payable and Payroll Checks
1. Select

e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.

2. Click (Add New).
3. Enter your Format Name, Format Code for your accounts payable or payroll checks, and Printer. If this will be
your active format, select the Active Format field. Each Format Type can have only one active format. For
details on fields, refer to the Fields section below.
4. On the Address tab, enter your organization's address and any extra text that should appear on your checks
and vouchers.
5. On the Logo and Signatures tab, click the Choose File or Browse button in the Logo File and Signature File
1-3 fields. This will display the standard Open page that will allow you to search for the files that you want to
upload.
Note
The name of the button is dependent on your browser.
6. Select the *.tiff or *.tif file you wish to upload, and then click Open. The file name will display in the Value
column when you navigate off the field of the uploaded file.
7. If applicable in the Title 1-3 fields, enter the job title of the person associated with the signature in the
Signature File 1-3.
8. On the Bank Information tab, enter your organization's bank address and information required for the check
and MICR fields.
9. Click

(OK) to add the format.

Adding a New Format for Purchase Orders
1. Select

e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.

2. Click (Add New) to add a new format.
3. Enter your Format Name, Format Code for purchase orders, and Printer. If this will be your active format,
select the Active Format field. Each Format Type can have only one active format. For details on fields, refer to
the Fields section below.
4. On the Address tab, enter your organization's address information.
5. On the Logo and Signatures tab, click the Choose File or Browse button in the Logo File and Signature File 1
fields. This will display the standard Open page that will allow you to search for the files that you want to
upload.
Note
The name of the button is dependent on your browser.
6. Select the *.tiff or *.tif file you wish to upload, and then click Open. When you navigate off the field of the
uploaded the file for, the name of the file will display in the Value column.
7. If applicable, in the Title 1 field, enter the job title of the person associated with the signature in the Signature
File 1 field.
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8. On the Purchase Order Text tab, in the Top Text Line 1-2 fields, enter the additional text that your organization wants at the top right of the purchase order under the page number. For additional text at the bottom
of the purchase order, enter the information in Bottom Text Line 1-15. Note: Portrait purchase orders allow
for 1-12 additional lines of text to appear at the bottom where landscape purchase orders allow for 1-15.
9. On the Purchase Order Copies tab, enter the name of each copy the purchase order should be routed to and
enter the number of copies for each routing name.
10. Click

(OK) to add the format.

Updating A Format
1. Select e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.
2. In the Search Criteria section, enter criteria identifying the records to list, and then click Find.
3. In the list section, select the format you wish to update, and then click
4. Make your updates to the format, and then click

(OK).

(OK) to save your changes.

Deleting A Format
1. Select e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.
2. In the Search Criteria section, enter criteria identifying the records to list, and then click Find.
3. In the list section, select the format you wish to delete, and then click
4. A confirmation will display. Click

(Delete).

(OK) to delete the format.

Copying A Format
1. Select e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.
2. In the Search Criteria section, enter criteria identifying the records to list, and then click Find.
3. In the list section, select the format you wish to copy, and then click Copy.
4. A confirmation will display. Click Yes to copy the format. The new format will be an exact duplicate of the
original with the word -Copy added to the Format Name. In addition, if the original format was active the
copied format will default as inactive. If copying a format that already has -Copy in it or if a copy of the format
has already been made, the program will now add -Copy(2), -Copy(3), and so forth.
Generating the Forms Manager File
1. Select e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.
2. In the Search Criteria section, enter criteria identifying the records to list, and then click Find.
3. Verify the formats your organization plans to use to print Accounts Payable Checks, Payroll Checks, and
Purchase Orders have the Active Format field selected.
4. Click Generate.
5. Enter additional criteria if applicable, or leave blank to generate the Forms Manager file for all active formats.
6. Click
(OK). Information will display indicating how many text files were copied into a temporary directory.
These text files will remain in the temporary directory for five minutes. At that time, a scheduled task on the
Forms Manager server will move to the main Forms Manager folder on your organization's network. The
logos and signatures for each format can be found in the images folder, and the format information will be
found under the samples folder. (For example: C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Forms\OECI\7.7\samples and C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\ Application Data|Forms\7.7\images)
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7. Once these files have been moved, they will be used for printing Accounts Payable Checks, Payroll Checks,
and Purchase Orders. Each time changes are made to these active formats in the Forms Manager, you will be
required to run Generate to have those changes take effect.
Adjusting the Default Locations on a Format
1. Select e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Forms Manager to display the Forms Manager page.
2. In the Search Criteria section, enter criteria identifying the records to list, and then click Find.
3. In the list section, select the format you wish to update, and then click
(OK).
4. Locate the field(s) in the respective tab on the format you wish to adjust where the field's default location
appears on the check or purchase order.
5. In the Vertical field, enter a negative number to print the information above the default location. Enter a
positive value to print the information below the default location. Measurements are calculated in inches. For
example, 1.00 entered in the field would print the information one inch below the default location.
6. In the Horizontal field, enter a negative number to print the information to the left of the default location.
Enter a positive value to print the information to the right of the default location. Measurements are
calculated in inches. For example, 1.00 entered in the field would print the information one inch to the right
of the default location.
7. Once you have adjusted the fields, click
(OK).
8. To test these adjustments, verify the Active Format field is selected.
9. Click Generate.
10. Enter additional criteria if applicable, or leave blank to generate the Forms Manager file for all active formats.
11. Click
(OK). Wait the necessary time for the scheduled task to run before moving the text files from the
temporary directory to the appropriate Forms Manager folders.
12. Print a test Purchase Order, Accounts Payable Check, or Payroll Check to verify expected results. If further
adjustments need to be made, you must repeat the entire procedure until the locations are where you
expect.

Fields
Format Number
System-generated number assigned to the format.
Format Name
District-defined name for the format. [Character/40]
Active Format
Checkbox indication of an active format. Only one format can be active per Format Type. Only active formats
can be generated into the Forms Manager file.
Site Code
Three character customer code defined by PowerSchool.
District Code
Unique four character identifier for the district. Use the Change District Code Action Bar Item to change the
district code after entry.
Format Code
The specific format of the form you are using. Valid choices are:
Accounts Payable Check - Standard Format
Accounts Payable Check - Mailer Format
Accounts Payable Check - Stub Top Format
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Extended Accounts Payable Check - Mailer Format
Payroll Check - Standard Format
Payroll Check - Mailer Format
Payroll Check - Stub Top Format
Extended Payroll Check - Standard Format
Extended Payroll Check - Mailer Format
Extended Payroll Check - Stub Top Format
Purchase Order - Portrait Format
Purchase Order - Landscape Format
Format Type
The specific type of Forms Manager form based on the Format Code selected. Display only.
Following are the types of forms:
Accounts Payable Checks
Payroll Checks
Purchase Orders
Printer
The network printer that will be used to print your form. Contact your System Administrator for the printer
information.
Address Tab
Client Name
The name of your organization. Location of the name on the forms varies for each form type. [Character/40]
Address Line 2-5
The address of your organization. Location of the address on the forms varies for each form type.
[Character/40]
Voucher Text
Single-line text that will print on Payroll Direct Deposit Vouchers and Accounts payable EFT Vouchers below
the Address Lines. This field does not display for Purchase Orders. [Character/40]
Check Text
Single-line text that will print on Payroll and Accounts Payable Checks below the Address Lines. This field
does not display for Purchase Orders. [Character/40]
Return Address Lines 1 - 4
The name and address of your organization. Should display for all Format Codes containing Mailer Format.
These fields do not display for Purchase Orders. [Character/40 per line]
Vertical
Vertically where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in inches.
Negative values will print above its default location. Positive values will print below. For example, if 1.00 is
entered in the field, the value will print one inch lower than the default location.
Horizontal
Horizontally where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in
inches. Negative values will print to the left of its default location. Positive values will print to the right. For
example, if 1.00 is entered in the field, the value will print one inch to the right of its default location.
Logos and Signatures Tab
Logo File
This file contains your organization's logo, district seal, or other images that should display on your
Accounts Payable Checks, Payroll Checks, and Purchase Orders. The file must have a *.tiff or *.tif extension.
[Character/40]
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Note
When a logo file is entered, the Address Lines 2-5 on the Address Tab will automatically be moved to the
right one inch. You will see a 1.00 display in the Horizontal Fields for the Address lines.
Signature File 1-3
This file contains the signature of the person responsible for signing Accounts Payable Checks, Payroll
Checks or Purchase Orders for your organization. The file must have a *.tiff or *.tif extension. Accounts
Payable and Payroll Checks allow for three signatures where Purchase Orders only allow for one. Signatures
will print in the order in which they are entered on this page, and the ideal signature size in the upload file
should be no larger than two inches wide and 1/2 inch high. [Character/40]
Note
The signature will not print if it is too large.
Title 1-3
The title of the person responsible for signing Accounts Payable Checks, Payroll Checks, or Purchase Orders
for your organization. Title(s) 1-3 corresponds with Signature(s) 1-3. Accounts Payable and Payroll Checks
allow for three signatures and titles where Purchase Orders only allow for one. [Character/40]
Vertical
Vertically where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in inches.
Negative values will print above the default location. Positive values will print below. For example, if 1.00 is
entered in the field, the value will print one inch lower than is default location.
Horizontal
Horizontally where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in
inches. Negative values will print to the left of its default location. Positive values will print to the right. For
example, if 1.00 is entered in the field, the value will print one inch to the right of its default location.
Service File Name
The names of the corresponding file values assigned by the internal process. Display only.
Purchase Order Text Tab
Only available when the Format Type is Purchase Orders
Top Text Line 1-2
Additional lines of text that will print by default on the top right of the Purchase Order below the page
number. [Character/40]
Bottom Text Line 1-15
Additional lines of text. For Portrait Purchase Orders, 12 lines are available which will print in the lower
right-hand corner of the purchase order. For Landscape Purchase Orders, 15 lines are available which will
print in the lower left-hand corner of the purchase order. [Character/55]
Vertical
Vertically where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in inches.
Negative values will print above its default location. Positive values will print below. For example, if 1.00 is
entered in the field, the value will print one inch lower than its default location.
Horizontal
Horizontally where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in
inches. Negative values will print to the left of its default location. Positive values will print to the right. For
example, if 1.00 is entered in the field, the value will print one inch to the right of its default location.
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Purchase Order Copies Tab
Only available when the Format Type is Purchase Orders
Name of PO Copy 1-5
Name of the person, department or business each copy of the purchase order should be routed to. By
default, the value entered prints bottom center for Portrait Purchase Orders and in the upper right hand
corner above the Purchase Order No. for Landscape Purchase Orders.
Multiple Copy Count
The total number of duplicate copies you want to print for each routing name.
Total Number of Copies
System-calculated number. Multiplies the value entered in the Multiple Copy Count field by the number of
fields populated in the Name of PO Copy 1-5. Display only.
Vertical
Vertically where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in inches.
Negative values will print above its default location. Positive values will print below. For example, if 1.00 is
entered in the field, the value will print one inch lower than its default location.
Horizontal
Horizontally where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in
inches. Negative values will print to the left of its default location. Positive values will print to the right. For
example, if 1.00 is entered in the field, the value will print one inch to the right of its default location.
Bank Information Tab
Only available when the Format Type is Accounts Payable Checks or Payroll Checks
Bank Line 1-5
The name and address of your organization's bank. This will print to the right of the information entered in
the Client Name and Address Lines 2-5 on the Address tab. [Character/40 per line]
Fraction
The fraction number assigned by your organization's bank. This number is usually found in the upper right
hand corner by the check number.
MICR Check Prefix
If required by your organization, this bank-assigned four-digit prefix will print along with the check number
in the Bank Account MICR line.
MICR Routing Number
Your organization's bank routing number which will print in the Bank Account MICR line.
MICR Account Number
Your organization's bank account number which will print in the Bank Account MICR line.
Vertical
Vertically where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in inches.
Negative values will print above its default location. Positive values will print below. For example, if 1.00 is
entered in the field, the value will print one inch lower than its default location.
Horizontal
Horizontally where a corresponding field value on the form will print. Measurements are calculated in
inches. Negative values will print to the left of its default location. Positive values will print to the right. For
example, if 1.00 is entered in the field, the value will print one inch to the right of its default location.
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6: Notifications
eFinancePLUS Notifications is a subscription notification service designed to alert users, through e-mail
and/or the Notification Viewer, about events that are important to them.
All Notifications users will have access to Notifications through the Main Menu > e-Forms & Tools to
manage their personal User Subscriptions. Notification Administrators will be able to configure Notifications through System Setup.
This chapter will outline some basic terminology helpful for using notifications, the actions the Notifications Administrator can perform, how users can customize their notifications, and the various ways
notifications can be viewed in eFinancePLUS.
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Notifications Terminology
Following is a brief explanation of some of the terminology pertaining to the Notifications Module in
eFinancePLUS. Refer to the following sections for procedures and more in-depth explanations of the Notifications
terms and features.
Notification
Notification
Subscription
Page

A pre-defined alert that can be sent to a user through e-mail or viewed in eFinancePLUS
wherever the eFinancePLUS Notification Viewer is available.
The basic option for Notifications, accessed through e-Forms & Tools > Tools >
Notification Subscriptions. This page allows the user to maintain their individual settings for
each pre-defined notification, and the Notification Administrator to perform the system
setup.

Notification
Viewer

The Notification module’s interface page where a user can manage the notifications they have

Notifications
Category

Code that identifies the application and module from which a notification was sent. For
example, a notification under the category EFPHR means that it came from the Human
Resources module in eFinancePLUS.

Link
Applications

A Notification page on which a user enters their login credentials to other PowerSchool
Applications (IEPPlus, eSchoolPLUS). After a user’s login credentials have been successfully
entered, they will be able to view notifications from these applications in the eFinancePLUS
Notification Viewer.

Notification
Subscription
Digest

A once-a-day email sent to a user containing links to all of the notifications that have been
received.

Notification
Scheduling

The ability to schedule the delivery of a notification to a user at a specific time.

Notification
Trigger

An event that takes place within the database that causes a notification to be sent to a
subscribed user immediately.

received, accessed through the

Notifications Terminology
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Notifications Administrator
The Notifications Administrator can configure the settings of many of the pre-defined notifications to meet their
organization’s needs on the Notification Subscriptions page on the System Setup tab. The tasks available on
this page include:
l

Activating/Deactivating notifications.

l

Applying resource security to a notification.

l

Setting default criteria parameters.

l

Scheduling when notifications are sent to subscribers.

l

Perform maintenance and monitor the notification subscriptions of users.

Access to the System Setup tab on the Notification Subscriptions page is controlled by Security Resource 561 May Administer Notification.
User records with one of the Security Resources listed below will automatically have access to the System Setup
tab on the Notification Subscriptions page. If a user does not have one of the Security Resources and they are to
be a Notification Module Administrator, they will need to be assigned Security Resource number 561.
l

550 - User for System

l

551 - DBA User for System

l

552 - Package Supervisor for System

This option is accessed through
System Setup tab.

e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Notification Subscriptions and clicking on the

System Setup Tab

Notifications Administrator
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Fields

1. Enable All Notifications - Checkbox which allows the administrator to enable or disable all notifications. When
selected, all notifications will be active and run at their scheduled times. When unselected, none of the
notifications will run.
2. Notification - A description of the notification.
3. Availability - Drop-down indicating when the notification will run. The options are:
l

l

l

Mandatory - When selected, the notification will run for all employees whether not they are users in the
eFinancePLUS software.
Optional - When selected, the notification will be active and will run at a scheduled time, or, in the case
of a triggered notification, when a qualifying event occurs. The users will have the ability to disable the
notification and set their own default value.
Disabled - When selected, the notification will not run.

4. Default Values - This field is optional and does not appear for all notifications. Available for notifications that
allow the user to specify certain parameters. A value is required for all Default Value parameters on the page.
These values are used by the notifications that are run and will be used if a user does not have value specified
for a notification.
5. Security - This field specifies which eFinancePLUS security resource or Workflow task is required in order for
the user to have access to the notification. A value of [none] allows anyone to subscribe to the notification. If
the user dose not have the proper security, the notification will not appear on the User Subscription page
and they will not receive results from the notification.
The Administrator can perform a search of the available security by selecting
Security Resource page will display:

Notifications Administrator
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The Administrator will enter criteria and click Search to list available resources. The Administrator will select a
resource and click OK to add the resource. Notifications with a pre-defined Workflow task cannot have their
security changed. The Workflow tasks are denoted with a T in front of a number. For more information on
Workflow tasks, refer to the Workflow System manual.
6. Schedule - This field determines when a notification runs. Click
Schedule page:

in the Schedule column to display the Set

The schedule options are Daily, Weekly, Monthly, and Weekdays. For the Daily and Weekday options, the
administrator can set a time of day, in 15 minute increments, and whether to run in the AM or PM. When
using the Weekly option, the administrator can set the time as well as the day of the week the notification will
run. For the Monthly option, the administrator can set the time and day of the month that the notifications
should run.
7. Save Changes - Click Save to save any changes the administrator makes to the page since the last save,
including any security and schedule changes.
8. Category - These rows define the headings used to group similar notifications. Categories are system-defined
and cannot be changed. The available categories are:
l

EFPAP - Accounts Payable

l

EFPGL - General Ledger

l

EFPHR - Human Resources

l

EFPPO - Purchasing

l

EFPGEN - General

Notifications Administrator
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User Subscriptions
In addition to the System Setup tab, the administrator will also have access to the User Subscriptions tab. On this
page, the administrator will use the Settings for User field to select a user. The page will then display the notification settings for that user. For more information on the tasks for a user on this page, refer to the next section.
For example:

Notifications Administrator
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Notifications User
eFinancePLUS users can customize the notifications they receive and how they receive them on the Notification
Subscription page.
Once subscribed, the user can view the notifications using one of three ways:
l

Notification Viewer.

l

My Notifications panel on the User Homepage.

l

Email.

Preview
The following sections outline how to use the Notification Subscriptions page and the ways in which a user can
receive notifications.
Notification Subscriptions Page
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Notification Subscriptions Page
eFinancePLUS users can customize the notifications they receive and how they receive them on the Notification
Subscriptions page.
Access this option through

e-Forms & Tools > Tools > Notification Subscriptions.

Notification Subscriptions Page

Fields

1 - Subscription Options
There are three ways a user can subscribe to a notification. The user also has the ability to opt out of a
notification. The options are:

Notifications User
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Off

- The notification will not be run for the user.

On

- The user is subscribed to the notification and will only be able to view it in the
Notification Viewer.

On with Email

- The user is subscribed to the notification and will be able to view it in the Notification
Viewer and will also receive an email.

On with Digest - The user is subscribed to the notification and will be able to view it in the Notification
Viewer and will receive all notifications in a single email at a pre-determined time, along
with any other notifications that are set to be received in a digest format.
The options Off, On, On with Email and On with Digest are only available if the administrator has designated
the availability of notifications Optional. The options of On, On with Email, and On with Digest are available if
the administrator has designated the availability of notifications as Mandatory.
2 - High Priority
When the High Priority checkbox is selected for a notification, the user will be notified with a display onscreen while they are running eFinancePLUS.
3 - Notification
A description of the notification.
4 - Values
This field is optional and does not appear for all notifications. There are some notifications which allow the
user to specify certain parameters. If the notification has a parameter associated with it, the user can enter
a value which will be used when the notification is run. The value will be used to limit the results of the
notification. If the value is left blank, a default value specified by the administrator will be used.
5 - Save
Select to save any changes the user made since the last save.
6 - Category
These rows define the headings used to group similar notifications. Categories are system-defined and
cannot be changed. The five categories are:
l

EFPAP - Accounts Payable

l

EFPGL - General Ledger

l

EFPHR - Human Resources

l

EFPPO - Purchasing

l

EFPGEN - General

Notifications User
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Notifications Viewer
Once a user has subscribed to a Notification, there are several ways the user can determine if they have received a
Notification Alert while logged in to eFinancePLUS, depending on their configuration on the Notification
Subscription page.
The
Notifications link is located on the right side of the PLUS360 Banner that displays for most pages in
eFinancePLUS. The number on the icon indicates how many unviewed Notifcations the user currently has.
Selecting the icon will open the Notifications Viewer over the user's current page.

Notifications Viewer

1-Category
This column identifies what product the notification came from (i.e. eFinancePLUS, eSchoolPLUS, or IEPPLUS)
and the area the notification is related to within the product. For example, the notifications in the example
above have a category value of EFPAP. The EFP means it is related to eFinancePLUS and the AP means it is
an Accounts Payable notification.
2 - Date
The date on which the notification was sent.
3 - Notification
The text of the notification. The first line contains the subject of the notification while the text underneath
contains the body of the notification. The envelope icon indicates whether it is a new notification:
has been read:

or

.

Notification Viewer Toolbar

1 - Notifications
The number inside the circle represents the number of unread notifications. If the user has more than 100
unread notifications, the number will display as 99+
2 - With Selected
Drop-down indicating actions that the user can perform for any items that have their checkbox selected.
The options are:
Delete

Marks any selected notifications in the Notification Viewer as deleted.

Mark Read

Marks any selected notifications in the Notification Viewer as read.

Mark Unread

Marks any selected notifications in the Notification Viewer as unread.

Notifications User
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3 - Sort By
Drop-down which allows you to select the sort criteria for the Notification viewer. The options are:
Application

Orders the notifications by application to which they are related.

Category

Orders the notifications by category code.

Date

Orders the notifications by date.

4 - Show All
Drop-down which allows you to select the notifications that are shown in the Notification Viewer. The
options are:
All

Displays all read and unread notifications.

Deleted

Displays all deleted notifications, with the option to un-delete them.

Unread

Displays only unread notifications.

5 - Link Application
Select
Link Application to link notifications with other applications so they can view notifications from
the other applications within eFinancePLUS.
6 - Open in New Window
Select
to open the viewer in a new window/tab within the user’s browser, depending on your individual
browser settings.
7 - Close Notifications Window
Select
Close to close the Notifications Viewer and return to the page you were on when you clicked the
Notification link.

Notifications User
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User Homepage Notifications Panel
The My Notifications panel is one of the types of panels which you can chose to display on the User Homepage.
From this type of panel, you can view Notifications and perform all the same actions as in the Notification Viewer.
For more information on how to add panels to the User Homepage and other information on panels, refer to
Understanding eFinancePLUS Basics (page 5).
All of the actions you can perform in the Notification Viewer, you can perform on the panel. For field descriptions
and more information on performing actions within the panel, refer to Notifications Viewer (page 110).

Notifications Panel on the User Homepage
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Notification Emails
On the Notifications Subscription page, a user can opt to receive notifications through email. If the user chooses
to set a notification as On with Email, individual notifications will be sent as an email to the address in the
employee’s record. If the user chosen to set a notification as On with Digest, the notification will be sent at an
appointed time, along with other notifications from the time period allotted.

Notification Alerts Through Email
Individual Notification Email
Below is an example of an email that is sent when subscribing to the New Vendor Added Notification:

Notification Digest Email
Below is an example of an email that is sent when subscribing to a Notification in Digest format. The email will
indicate how many notifications are in the digest, digest notification links, and the notifications.

When you click on a digest notification link, you will be taken to the notification located within the email:

Notifications User
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High-Priority Notifications
On the Notifications Subscription page, a user can choose to mark a notification as High Priority. If this box is
selected, the notification will appear as a pop-up within the eFinancePLUS as long as the user is running the
software.
For example:

The user can click
(Close Page) to close the notification. The notification will be available in the Notification
Viewer. To immediately delete the notification, the user can click (Delete) . The pop-up will close and will only be
available in the Notification viewer if the user selects to view Deleted Notifications.
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Linking Notifications to Other Applications
The Notification Viewer provides the ability to view notifications to which the user is subscribed in other
PowerSchool applications, without specifically logging into that application.
When the
Link Application icon is selected, the Application Link page will display. All available products for
the user will be listed.

Application Link Page

The eFinancePLUS entry will have your Windows login name automatically populated. The other applications will
have username in their fields if they are not linked to eFinancePLUS.
To link another application to eFinancePLUS, the user will enter their user name for the application they would like
to link to and click Link. A login page will appear:

The user will then enter their username and password and click Login. The link page will reappear and show that
the user is now linked to the other application This will allow the user to view notifications from the linked
applications from within the eFinancePLUS Notification Viewer. To no longer view notifications from a linked
application, the user can click Unlink next to the appropriate application.

Linking Notifications to Other Applications
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7: eFinancePLUS Feedback
eFinancePLUS Feedback provides you with the ability to submit product enhancement suggestions
throughout all applications of the software. This option also allows users to vote for and discuss
suggestions that have been submitted by others, not only at your organization, but by PowerSchool’s
entire eFinancePLUS customer base. The suggestions submitted will be ranked according to a voting
system. This allows the PowerSchool Product Management team to prioritize enhancement requests
based on the number of votes.
When you click on the
in the PLUS360 Banner, you will be taken into either the eFinancePLUS Admin
Feedback Forum or the eFinancePLUS Feedback Forum The forum you have access to depends on the
eFinancePLUS Feedback Profile set by your system administrator. In the user Feedback Forum users can
provide and review any type of end user suggestion on how to make eFinancePLUS a better product.
The Admin forum is designed to be used by your organization’s system administrators for system level
enhancements, suggestions for new packages, and product integration items. Once in the forum you
can:
Setup to receive email notifications on live status changes, admin responses and comment updates by
clicking the Settings link next to your login information.
l

Post a new suggestion for a product enhancement.

l

Add comments to help clarify or add to existing suggestions.

l

l

Vote on suggestions submitted by other users. Votes are limited per user, so be sure you vote on
the enhancements that matter most to you.
Once the PowerSchool Product Management team reviews a suggestion that you voted on and
changes the status of the suggestion, you will be given your vote back to use on another
suggestion.

To manage users who have access to the Feedback Forums, select
eFinancePLUS Feedback Profile.

7: eFinancePLUS Feedback
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eFinancePLUS Feedback Profile Page

Fields
Following are the field descriptions for the eFinancePLUS Feedback Profile page. Only users that should have
access to the eFinancePLUS Feedback Admin Forum should be entered in this page.
Customer ID
Your organization’s customer number that is used by PowerSchool support for case tracking and also for
the PowerSchool support site. This number will be set by PowerSchool during the software installation and
cannot be changed.
District Name
The name of your organization as it should appear in the eFinancePLUS Feedback Forums.
User ID
The users that should have access to the Admin Forum.

Sample eFinancePLUS Feedback - Admin Forum Page
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Sample eFinancePLUS Feedback Forum Page
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